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Spelling 

Today’s sound is     sh  

ship   sheep  fish  cash  brush sheet shirt 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nx2Tf9T

E1bc 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HfMtsR

VZWfE 

Can you draw a huge fish in your jotter and 

write sh words on its scales.  Think of more sh 

words to add to your fish. 

 

 

Have fun playing this game 

https://education.abc.net.au/res/i/L7855/ind

ex. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Topic  

A mouse took a walk through a deep 

dark wood…… 

Brain storm- What did the mouse see in 

the woods? Think back to our sense’s 

theme. What do you think he saw, 

heard, smelt tasted and felt in the 

woods? 

Draw a picture and label each sense 

with what the mouse must have 

experienced. 

If you need inspiration watch The 

Gruffalo on line 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s8sUPpP

c8Ws 

 

 

 

 

Reading 

Reading  

How are you getting on with your flower 

from last week? It may take you a few 

more weeks to keep adding to it to make an 

impressive bloom. 

One of our key workers is the postman,  

Can you write a letter or make a card to 

someone you cannot see and include a 

message they can read to show how much 

you miss or value them? On your daily walk 

can you post it? With a bit of luck, they 

may send you a message back. Please share 

if you get a reply. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Numeracy 

Warm up- With someone else, throw a ball to 

one another counting in one’s, two’s, five’s 

and 10’s. Can you make it to 100 without 

dropping the ball? 

 Google  

Jack Hartman songs to help you sing along.

  Here are just a couple of songs to 

help with number bonds 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OvbWui

Yn-Uk 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UD_RU

VLPvTY 

 

Last week we looked at number stories up to 

10.  Choose another number and write as 

many number stories you can in your jotter,  

both adding and subtraction and see if you 

can beat last weeks number. Use lego, bricks, 

pasta pieces etc to help you see the stories. 

Now play  

http://www.ictgames.com/saveTheWhale/ 
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